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About This Game

You drift around a corner at 500 mph, activate turbo boost, and blast through the sound barrier. You lock eyes on your
opponent, and the lasers mounted on your hood follow your vision. A few crisp bursts and you’re dodging a tumbling mass of
fire. No time to marvel--that next corner is coming fast as you race on a track with more twists and loops than a roller coaster.

Welcome to hyperspeed combat racing. Welcome to Bank Limit.

Many ways to play
Supports Oculus, Vive and traditional 2D displays. Uses both Oculus and Vive native libraries to support platform-specific
features such as Asynchronous Time Warp. Plug and play with Xbox 360, Xbox One, Vive, Keyboard & Mouse and Steam

Controllers.

Cross-platform multiplayer
Play with your friends and frenemies. Everyone plays together whether you have a VR headset or not.

Take flight at will
Disengage from the track, soar over your opponents, and then lock back down to secure victory.

Fastest game ever
With top speeds ranging from 800 to 10,000 mph, discover what true hyperspeed racing feels like.

With 20 Tracks for combat racing, 3 Battle Arenas for deathmatch play, and 9 weapons for destruction, the possibilities for
mayhem are endless. Bank Limit: Advanced Battle Racing will be supported post-launch with new content that players will be
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able to vote on.
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Title: Bank Limit : Advanced Battle Racing
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Publisher:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7

Processor: i5 4590 or AMD 8350 FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum specs for VR support

English
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The program is useful if you only use default generator parts and supported dlc parts. But when you import custom parts they
don't catogorize properly, this is a nifty little program but with bugs like that it's hard to use. So until it's fixed a little better i
wouldn't recommend this software. Age of Defense - game in the ancient era setting. Devs promise to give 5 different worlds, I
saw just 2. They are very colorful and diverse. I liked the battle with the Boss at third level, it was unexpected for me.
Considering that it's early access. I give it a 8\/10. A Very interesting game,at the start it seems to be a Horror Game but he isnt.
I hoped in a alternative ending but this game dont have them or i dont discovered them for now.
I hope the creator make another game. Pros:
++ It's a dating sim.
++ That "Sinful Eden Girl" is a massage lady, and gives you a boner.
++ Priestess Aurore's "scary" form on the game over screen is pretty sexy.

Cons:
-- You have to remember phone numbers
-- Game asks you trivia questions to make most of your money. (IE: Math problems, what is an echidna, etc.)
-- The "eye of ra" states it says there's hidden items. But doesn't say HOW TO FIND THEM IF IT IS BLINKING\/GLOWING.
-- Game has no "Exit to Title" option on the diary so that you can re-read the instructions.
-- Game has no real instructions for anything. Just how to do things in the game like accrue Reputation and money, but that's it,
no advanced insructions like HOW TO USE THE EYE OF RA.
-- Repetitive Music
-- The character is always toting his "Shocked" Expression. The game even makes fun of it.
-- Only 5 girls. (1 Hidden)
-- The Goddess Board Mini game can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off.
-- You have to max out relationships with all the non-hidden girls before you can actually progress.
-- You can't romance the Massage Lady (the Sinful Eden Girl at the title.)

Do not recommend.. I have to say that I do enjoy this game but there are times where you want to punch the screen.

The game is meant to be difficult but winnable. Now i've lost loads of games and well it's not fun when that happens, but when
you get that game where you win you get such a good feeling. The dev aimed it at being hard on the survivors to win so don't
expect it to be easy, the zombies do get it easier but can fall short when the survivors get going.

There are many types of modes domination (where you own the field with more units), Raze (where you have to destroy the
base) and survival. I've only really played Domination as i've had most success with that.

Once you level up your survivor and zombie collections you get extra cards and booster packs, i'm not sure how these booster
packs come into affect yet tho. I love the card photos, each card has multiple variations so you can pic which one you want in
your own custom deck.

All in all this game is good it just takes time for you to get into the groove of it and wait for the right match to come along.
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I PAYED 18.00 DOLLARS TO GET THIS GAME AND CANT EAVEN GET THE GOD DAM THING IN THE AIR IT IS
THE WORST GAME I EVER PLAYED IF YOU ARE MAKEING A GAME TELL PEOPLE WHO PAY FOR YOU
DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GAME HOW TO PLAY THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING THING I AM 31
YEARS OLD AND STILL THIS IS THE BIGGIST WASTE OF MONEY I HAVE EVER MAID IN MY 31 YEARS
. Money well spent.. Not sure if this is actually a good game but from just a few minutes of playing I had chills through my
whole body.
There are not a lot of horror games yet for VR and i can see why.
It's bad enough at first in other vr games when a figure is really strange and terrible looking at you full size perspective, But
when they start running at you like in this game it's terrifying. thruth.
I don't know if I can handle the future of this! LOL. A fun little game, with lots of cards to collect.

The game system is easy to grasp, but the strategic component makes it interesting.

A good game to pass time.. Best SMD game!!
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